Donald Trump - The Last Democrat
If you watch the London or Western main stream media you have been fed all
that is bad about Donald Trump the aspiring Republican candidate for the United
States Presidency.
They have begrudgingly let out his current campaign motto; “America First,” but
always follow it with the usual negative criticisms.
The Western Mainstream Media are still supporting the UK/US Criminal Bankers
who are asset stripping the UK/US & the world with War & Fraud.
Silently they avoid the realities of a changing world economy where the USA
economy fails because it refused to reform its corrupt ways after the 2008
economic crash.
The Governments in the USA & the UK have used their power & influence to
support the continuance of this criminality by using the western media to blind
the trusting population who judge people by their own integrity & honesty.
As we watch the daily diversions of the Tory inspired EU in/out referendum, behind the scenes the criminals are deleting consumer
protection laws to allow The Corporations free reign to fraud against the UK consumer base. The Consumer Rights Act 2015
The criminals in government have also used their positions of trust to change laws in Parliament to make the wholesale theft of UK
Taxpayers public owned sovereign assets legal for their own personal power & greed. The Infrastructure Act 2015.
To do this they even deleted the UK Treason Laws to protect themselves.
The Western Media who were silent on the mass murder of 96 Liverpool football fans at Hillsborough for 27 years & also covered up the
mass murder of nearly 3,000 innocent workers in the New York World Trade centre on 9/11, are now silent on The Last Democrat.
The word that The Media & politicians fail to repeat from Donald Trump’s speeches is anti-Globalist.
Donald Trump is a nationalist who believes in the Sovereignty of the USA & working coherently with Russia & China.
This is an anathema to the Western media who live on the funds of CIA propaganda.
Suddenly they can see their whole world disintegrating into an inferno of “Real Politik.”
The Criminal World Government
The Offshore supporting Tax Criminal governments are planning a World Corporate Criminal Government with their populations; identity
chipped, artificial intelligence tracked & controlled by the military with Martial Law.

Within the next few years this psychopathic elite plan another
massive catastrophic attack on the benign western population
to allow them to bring in Martial Law & The New World Order
Global Government.
This false flag attack could take the form of an underwater
nuke to cause a tsunami, an “alien” attack, an ISIS nuclear
attack on a city, another economic crash or WW3…
These people are clearly completely insane but have the
support of covert military forces.
To understand them you have to realise that the world societies
have historically been governed by the worst psychopaths &
stop judging your governments by your own values. The UK
population’s biggest mistake has always been to give people
the benefit of doubt.
So while you spend the next year pondering geopolitics, time
will have passed, The Criminals will rule & you, The Democrats
will be the new terrorists.
Working for your countries Democracy will be a crime.
There are a few things which could stop this, one is Donald Trump, another is The Pentagon who are split on the Globalist/Nationalist
debate & ultimately WW3 when China & Russia draw another line in the sand for the Western Criminal Bankers.
So as you fall asleep watching main stream media news on the TV you might ponder the fact that actually this is the most dangerous &
exciting period of history, ever.
The future of Humanity is at stake.
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